
          Hiking in center of Japanese Northern Alps 

 

 

Japanese Alps are main mountain area in Honshu Island. Japow is specializing on tailored 

holiday in Japan which are filled with exploring Japanese culture and sports activities. We 

got long experience in area and we trying show you the best from it. This trip is focused on 

hiking and city seeing.  

 

 

 

Japanese Alps are famous for their massive peaks with mountain huts situated right below 

them. Part of this trip is very popular hiking trail Ginza Road. If we will be lucky, we will get 

chance spot some of typical mountain animals such as monkeys, mountain goats or bears. 

One of the highlights is rich flora which will following most parts of hiking trails. 

 

 

 

We trying satisfied our customer wishes, so don’t hesitated contact us for any type of 

holiday in Japan. We can create your unique experience in Japan. Depends on your time 

we are able offer longer or shorter versions of our trips.   

 



Trip itinerary  

 

1. Day: Flying into Tokyo 

 

Transport from Tokyo to Hakuba, where the Winter Olympic Games were held in 

1998. We using private taxi company or doing pick up service with our own cars. 

 

 

2. Day: Hiking on Mt.Karamatsu 

 

Mt. Karamatsu is one of the easier hiking trails in Hakuba. We will do this one like 

our warm up day on mountains. To make it easier we will use gondola to get at 

middle range of mountains. Trail is situated on ridge from which is beautiful view. 

During hiking we have chance stop next to Happo pond. This natural mirror is 

famous for taking pictures of surrounding peaks. 

 
 

3. Day: Crossing mountains from Shiromadake to Tsugaike 

 

This trail is one of the most famous in Hakuba valley area. First day we will hike 

almost into 3000m.n.m. Hiking is partly on local glacier with many mountains 

flowers surrounded. Our day we will finish almost under Shiromadake peak in 

typical Japanese mountain hut. Right from the top stunning view on mountains 

around, especially with sunset or sunrise conditions. In good visibility is possible see 

Sea of Japan. Second day we starting descending down towards to Tsugaike ski field 

area. On our way we will pass 

mountain lake, national park of 

Tsugaike and rocks sculpture all 

around place. This section will 

take 2 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Day: Resting day in Matsumoto or Togakushi area 

 

Matsumoto is city with traditional Japanese castle, one of last four original one, 

preserved in whole Japan. Possibilities for shopping, eating traditional food or 

visiting local hot spring areas. Togakuchi on other hand, is quiet village area, with 

very famous shrine, secretly nested in middle of mountains. Very famous for eating 

soba noodles, ninja academy and beautiful nature away from civilization 

 

6. Day: Hiking in Kamikochi area 

 

Kamikochi is very popular 

destination for hiking in Japanese 

Alps. Crossing of Ginza Road is 

beautiful hike surrounded by even 

more famous peak in area. 

Depends on weather ascent the 

highest peak Mt. Yarigadake 

which is over 3000 elevation 

meters high. In this area are 

plenty of hiking trails and mountain huts to choose from depends on the weather 

and endurance of members of hiking team. We will spend 3 days exploring this 

area. 

 

9. Day: Going back to Tokyo 

 

Transport back to the Tokyo and flying back to your home. You can also explore 

more from this unique city or another parts of Japan. Choice is yours.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Price and other info 

 

Price from 295 000 Yen /price is for one person in double room / 

Change of tour program is reserved. 

 

Price include: 

- Transfer from airport and back to airport 

- 8x accommodation in double room 

- Transportation around Hakuba area 

- Guiding and delegates services 

- 3x half board on mountains huts 

 

 

Price exclude: 

- Flight ticket 

- Insurance 

- Food expenses and entrance at attractions 

 

 

Dates: 

We are only limited with weather conditions. We are usually running our summer tours 

from start of June until end of October. Please contact us for more detailed information’s 

about dates and our products.   

 

Contact: 

Email: info@japow.cz 

WeChat ID: mikuzz42 

mailto:info@japow.cz

